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Overview

 Serious Internet problems

 Why are they hard?

 Failed solutions.

 What can we learn?



Computers on the Net
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Source:Internet Software Consortium (http://www.isc.org/)



People on the Net
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The net is a success!

 The problem:

 In almost every way, the Internet only just works!



The net only just works?

It’s always been this way:
 1975-1981: TCP/IP split as a reaction to the limitations of

NCP.
 1982: DNS as a reaction to the net becoming too large for

hosts.txt files.
 1980s: EGP, RIP, OSPF as reactions to scaling problems with

earlier routing protocols.
 1988: TCP congestion control in response to congestion

collapse.
 1989: BGP as a reaction to the need for policy routing in

NSFnet.



Changing the net.

 1st Jan 1983.

Flag day.

ARPAnet switched from NCP to
TCP/IP.

About 400 machines need to switch.

 As the net got bigger, it got harder to
change.

Sweden Changeover to 
Right Hand Traffic 1967



Before web...

 Prior to the 1990s the Internet was primarily academic and
scientific.
 Common goals.
 Low cost of failure.

 Then came the web, and commercialization of the Internet.
 Exponential growth.
 Financial costs of failure.
 ISPs struggling to keep ahead of demand.
 Huge innovation in applications.



Development Cycle

“We need this feature immediately
 to keep our network functioning”

“Here’s something we hacked 
together over the weekend.
Let us know if it works.”



Imminent problems

 Address space exhaustion.
 Congestion control.
 Routing.
 Security.
 Denial-of-service.
 Spam.
 Architectural ossification.



 The current version of the Internet Protocol (IPv4)
uses 32 bit addresses.
Not allocated very efficiently.
MIT has more addresses than China.

 IPv6 is supposed to replace IPv4.
128 bit addresses.
We don’t need to be smart in address allocation.
How do we persuade people to switch?

Problem 1: Running out of addresses...



Network Address Translators

 Scarcity of addresses has made addresses expensive.
 NATs map one external address to multiple private

internal addresses, by rewriting TCP or UDP port
numbers.

10.0.0.2

10.0.0.3

128.16.0.1

From 128.16.0.1,
TCP port 345

From 128.16.0.1,
TCP port 678

From TCP
port 222

From TCP
port 222

Public
Internet

NAT



Network Address Translation

 Introduces asymmetry: can’t receive an incoming
connection.

 Makes it very hard to refer to other connections:
Signalling, causes the phone to ring.
On answer, set up the voice channel.

 Application-level gateways get embedded in NATs.
 It should be easy to deploy new applications!



Problem 2: Congestion Control



Problem 2: Congestion Control

 Congestion Control matches offered load to available capacity.

 TCP congestion control has done this since 1988

 Problem: insufficient dynamic range:

 Slow and flakey wireless links.

 Very high speed intercontinental paths.

 Some possible solutions do exist, but:

 Change is hard, all deployed solutions must interact well.

 How to decide what is “good enough”?

 How to get consensus on which solution to deploy?



Problem 3: Routing
(Internet map, 1999)

Source: Bill Cheswick, Lumeta



Problem 3: Routing
(which path to take through the net)

BGP4 is the only inter-domain routing protocol currently in use
world-wide.

 Lack of security.
 Ease of misconfiguration.
 Policy through local filtering.
 Poorly understood interaction between local policies.
 Poor convergence.
 Lack of appropriate information hiding.
 Non-determinism.
 Poor overload behaviour.



Problem 3: Routing

 BGP works!
 BGP is the most critical piece of Internet

infrastructure.

 No-one really knows what policies are in use.
And of those, which subset are intended to be in

use.
 No economic incentive to be first to abandon BGP.





Problem 4: Security

 We’re reasonably good at encryption
and authentication technologies.
 Not so good at actually turning these mechanisms on.

 We’re rather bad at key management.
 Hierarchical PKIs rather unsuccessful.
 Keys are a single point of failure.
 Key revocation.

 We’re really bad at deploying secure software in secure
configurations.
 No good way to manage epidemics.
 Flash worm: infect all vulnerable servers on the Internet in

30 seconds.



Problem 5: Denial of Service

 The Internet does a great job of transmitting packets to a
destination.

 Even if the destination doesn’t want those packets.

 Overload servers or network links to prevent the victim
doing useful work.

 Distributed Denial of Service becoming commonplace.

 Automated scanning results in armies of compromised
zombie hosts being available for coordinated attacks.



A Recent Headline
(Financial Times, 11/11/2003)

http://news.ft.com/servlet/ContentServer?pagename=FT.com/StoryFT/FullStory&c=StoryFT&cid=1066565805264&p=1012571727088



Biggest Problem:
Managing Change to the Infrastructure

 Most of these problems require changes to the basic
Infrastructure.

 Providers struggle to keep up with high growth.

 Hard enough to think 12 months ahead.

 Changing the basic infrastructure is hard.

 Not even clear what the process is to achieve consensus on
changes.



Architectural Ossification

 The net is already hard to change in the core.

 IP Options virtually useless for extension.

 Slow-path processed in fast hardware routers.

 NATs make it hard to deploy many new applications.

 Firewalls make it make to deploy anything new.

 But the alternative seems to be worse.

 ISPs looking for ways to make money on “services”.

 They’d love to lock you into their own private walled
garden, where they can get you to use their services and
protocols, for which they can charge.



The sky is falling!!!

 No.

 But we’re accumulating problems
faster than they’re being fixed.
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So how do we evolve the
Internet?
Application Layer
 No problem - can easily role out new apps.
 Except for those pesky firewalls.
Transport Layer (TCP, etc)
 Slow incremental improvements to TCP.
 Only two new transport protocols in 20

years:  SCTP and DCCP.
Internet Level
 Nearly impossible.
Link Layer
 Pretty easy (so long as it can carry IP)

 email  WWW  phone...

SMTP  HTTP  RTP...

TCP  UDP…

IP

  ethernet   PPP…

CSMA  async  sonet...

 copper  fiber  radio...



As Aside on Layering

Bread

Filling

Bread
Filling

Bread

Bread

How networking folks
see the world

How software engineering
folks see the world

Application

Transport/Network Layer

Middleware



Metcalfe’s Law

 “The utility of a communications network grows with
the square of the number of users.”



Metcalfe’s Law and Transport Protocols

 The likelihood of an application writer choosing a
transport protocol grows with the square of the
number of end-systems that can communicate using
that protocol.

 The likelihood of a firewall permitting a transport
protocol to pass grows with the number of
applications using that protocol.

 Breaking this circular dependency depends on
devising a better security story.



Evolving the Internet Layer

 Metcalfe’s law applies for end-system support.

 In addition, enough routers need to have been
upgraded to provide end-to-end connectivity.

 Alternatively, tunnel over IPv4 to get connectivity.

But then you don’t gain many benefits of your new
protocol, so why would people bother to upgrade?



Evolving the Internet Layer

Even if you have a great idea, getting it deployed is
really hard.

Need to convince Cisco and Juniper to gamble on
a protocol with high short-term costs (need new
forwarding hardware) and limited probability of
long term payback.

No open market for router software, so no
possibility of third parties shipping software
additional functionality for your Cisco router.



Evolving Internet Routing

 Small, incremental change is quite feasible.
 Changing the architecture requires:

Understanding provider economics
Understanding provider policies
Understanding Internet topology
Understanding the behaviour of very large scale

distributed computation, in the face of failure and
attack.

Convincing the world you’re right.
Convincing Cisco they can make a profit from it.
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Alternative 1:
Overlay networks.

 Just support your protocol
in the end-systems at the
application layer.

 Tunnel directly from end-system to end-system
(using TCP or UDP) to provide connectivity.

Very easy to deploy.

Pretty inefficient forwarding model.

 Goal is to migrate functionality downwards into the
net as it becomes successful.



Overlay Networks:
What happens if you’re successful?

 Too tempting to deploy now, understand scalability, security,
and economics later.

 If you’re successful, you alienate your customers when you
have to migrate to a new architecture that does scale.

 Too tempting to work around the business model of the
underlying Internet providers.

 If you’re successful, they’ll block you, or they’ll go out of
business.



Overlay Networks make the problem
harder.

 One adaptive layer on top of another, operating on the
same timescales.

Congestion control

Routing

 To work successfully at large scales is a harder
problem than solving the same problem in the layer
below!



Alternative 2: Programmable Networks

 If only the routers had a safe extensible
programmable architecture, then it would be easy to
role out new functionality.

 DARPA spent a lot of money on this particular vision
in the late 1990s.

Active Networks



Programmable Networks: Complexity

 We only partly understand how today’s simply non-
programmable networks function.

Simple behaviours lead to complex network
dynamics.

Network operators have become very conservative.

 The feature interaction problems in programmable
networks are likely to be far worse.

 ISPs actively don’t want this functionality.



faster!   faster!  faster!

 Cisco’s CRS router supports 1152
interfaces, each running at 40Gb/s.

Assuming 50 clock cycles/packet
and 500 byte packets, the route lookups alone
would require 200 top-end Pentium 4 processors.

But given DDR400 64-bit memory, you’d saturate
the memory bandwidth of 1800 processors.

 The backbone is not a place for general purpose
processors!



Likelihood of programmable networks
solving Internet evolution problems?



Programmable Networks not Dead?

 Extensible open router platforms
probably have a role to play as edge
routers.

 Performance not critical.

 Desire for increased functionality:

Flexible security functionality.

Quality of service on access links.

Wireless access points.



How networking folks
see the world

How software engineering
folks see the world

Application

Transport/Network Layer

Middleware

Layering as a Software Engineering
Abstraction



Middleware

 Attempt to produce re-usable “general” purpose
network components to make life easier for
application writers.

 Lots of middleware development, dating back at least
15 years.
Each RPC implementations from late 1980s.
Many research papers.
Very little middleware is currently successfully

deployed at large scale on the Internet.



Abstraction failures of middleware

 Attempt to abstract away the details of the network.
Can’t hide latency.
Can’t hide network congestion if you care about

delay or throughput.
Too easy to cause the application programmer to

not consider failure cases.
 An RPC or RMI call is different from a local

procedure call.
 The programmer may not even know what the

dependencies are if the middleware is complex.



Semantic failures of middleware

 Middleware can’t know what the application
semantics are in detail, so it can’t prioritize
appropriately.

Unless the upper API is excessively complex.



Failure of Layering as an Abstraction

 Layering was a great software engineering principle
in the early days of the Internet.

Combined with the End-to-end principle.

 Internet architecture is robust and general.

 Security and performance have lead to boxes in the
middle of the net: firewalls, transparent caches.

Layered architectures have no way to address such
devices.

 We need to revisit the layering abstraction.
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What can network engineers learn?

 Formal modelling.
LTSA modelling of DCCP revealed a previously

unknown error in the spec.
Modelling of very large systems.
Security modelling.

 Modern tools.
Use of C/C++ should be much rarer than it is!
How to build secure systems?



What can network engineers learn?

 How to reuse software without adopting a layered
architecture?

 Appropriate network abstractions that make
application programming easier without hiding
what’s important?

 New alternatives to layering?

 Frameworks for reasoning about failure?



Why don’t we talk?

 Both the networking community and the software
engineering community build complex systems.

We’re not very different.

But our priorities are rather different.

 It seems we have a lot to teach each other.

 But it seems to me that there’s very little listening
happening on either side.



The End.

 Comments?

 Suggestions?

 Tomatoes?


